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ABSTRACT
Although nuclear data activities in Korea are still in the early stage, considerable

demands for more accurate and wide-range nuclear data from nuclear R&D fields
activated a new nuclear data project titled as "Development of Nuclear Data System".
It was launched this year as one of nation-wide long-term nuclear R&D programs in
Korea for the next decade. Its main goals are 1) to establish nuclear data system, 2)
to build up the infra-structure for utilization of nuclear data and 3) to develop highly
reliable nuclear data system. To achieve these goals, international cooperation and
cultivation of human resource as well as construction of measurement facilities will
be indispensable. This report briefly describes the demands of nuclear data from the
nuclear R&D programs, current nuclear data activities and future plan with its
strategy.

I. Introduction
Nuclear power shares more than 40 % of the electric supply in Korea. There are

now 10 PWRs and 2 CANDU plants in operation and 4 PWRs and 2 CANDUs under
construction. Consequently Nuclear design technologies have been one of the most
active research and development programs throughout the country. Nuclear design
tool consists of the numerical method and the nuclear data. But the nuclear data,
which is the basis of all the nuclear technologies, has not been paid as much
attention as the numerical method in Korea It was only several years ago that a
consensus had risen in the fields of nuclear research and industries realizing the
importance of the nuclear data[l]. It is now widely accepted in Korea that without
the nuclear data technologies, research activities in the nuclear fields will not be able
to catch up the contemporary level of the developed countries. The cultivation of
human resources as well as the construction of the experimental facilities is also
considered essential to participate the international cooperation for acquiring wide
range of nuclear data. In the previous year's symposium, we outlined some of our
nuclear data activities and future plan proposed as one of the nation-wide nuclear
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R&D program. The plan has gone through many feedbacks and modifications in
various aspects for the last 1 year, and finally launched this year for the next
decade[2].

Following chapter describes shortly the demand of nuclear data from the related
nuclear R&D programs in Korea. Current nuclear data activities, which are considered
as the initiative step for the future plan, are briefly explained in chapter m. Our
future plan and its strategy are explained in Chapter VI.

2. Demand for Nuclear Data
New long-term nuclear R&D program which was started this year in Korea

consists of 33 projects, grouped as:

Nuclear reactor
Reactor safety
Nuclear fuel
Waste treatment
Radioisotope
Radiation protection

2 projects
6 projects
4 projects
4 project
8 projects
2 projects

Basic nuclear technologies : 6 projects
The project "Development of Nuclear data system" belongs to "Basic nuclear

technologies" group and all projects in the other 6 groups are more or less demanding
the nuclear data.

As for the R&D on the nuclear reactor, reactor safety and nuclear fuel, high
quality of nuclear data ensures accuracy of the nuclear design which is the key factor
for the safety and efficiency of nuclear system. For example, insufficient/inaccurate
nuclear data for decay heat, moderator temperature coefficient, radiation in the
pressure tube, minor actinide cross sections for high burnup or MOX fuel and
fission product yields lead to conservative design and accordingly undermine the
economical efficiency of PWR when in operation. Introducing new poison material and
high actnides require more accurate nuclear data than the currently used ones.
Design of New type of reactor will demand wider range of nuclear data while the
neutron scattering, absorption and fission cross sections under 5 MeV had been
mainly studied for the existing reactor.

The accelerator-driven transmutation project, which is a major project in the
waste treatment group, requires cross sections for the long-lived fission fragments
with higher precision than those of the conventional power reactors, it also demands
more measurements and much accurate nuclear reaction models for the the nuclear
data of the spallation target and higher energy neutron/proton source.

Projects in the radioisotope and radiation protection groups also require highly
precise nuclear data of neutron, proton and photon for the improvement of analysis.
Besides the direct demand for the nuclear data from the R&D programs mentioned
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so far, Better knowledge and understanding on the nuclear structure and its reaction
mechanism will improve public acceptance for the nuclear facilities and people
working in those places.

III. Nuclear Data Activities
In this chapter, current nuclear data activities in Korea are introduced in three

categories^ data measurement, evaluation and processing. In fact, nuclear data
activities in Korea are in the early stage. It was only at 1993 that the importance of
the nuclear data was raised via the project "Strategy to establish nuclear data system
for the nuclear design". Since then, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI)[3-5] has been taking the main role in the nuclear data activities as well as
in other nuclear R&Ds.

As for the data measurement, there are only a few experiences. Nuclear structure
data studied at universities and proton reaction data measured by cyclotron were the
main measurement activities before 1990's. However, two major facilities had started
their operation in 1995, HANARO reactor[5] and a light source from accelerated
electrons at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory[6] (PAL). HANARO is a multi-purpose
research reactor at KAERI. It is a pool type 30 MW reactor of which neutron flux
level is 5E+14. On the other hand, PAL has a 150m-long LINAC to provide electrons
to the storage ring. Three electron beam exits, from 100 MeV to 2 GeV, were
prepared. In 1996, the conceptual study on the usage of Pohang Accelerator facility
was initiated and its feasibility study was performed by KAERI and Pohang
Accelerator Laboratory (PAL). It is expected that these facilities will promote the
measurement activity in the future. Recently it is decided that the construction of a
high energy proton accelerator will be initiated in 3 years. This facilities will widen
the range of measurement activities in Korea

As for the evaluation, a database construction has been the major work scope.
Evaluated nuclear data have been collected since 1979 and processed for the domestic
applications. Since 1994, Network system in World Wide Web (WWW) form has been
developed to redistribute the collected nuclear cross sections and structure data[4].
Since then, the projects "Development of nuclear database", "Establishment of nuclear
data system" and some other projects related to nuclear database system had been
performed by KAERI. In 1996,. necessary evaluation for the nuclear data the
transmutation, accelerator and radiation therapy have been surveyed through the
feasibility study of the construction of high energy proton accelerator.

For the evaluation work itself, many well known models and methodologies are
under review in parallel with manpower buildup. Recently some of photonuclear
reaction data have been evaluated for the target system of pulse neutron source
using electron accelerator.

As for the processing of the evaluated data libraries, Korea has some experiences
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through the conventional PWR projects and HANARO R&D. NJOY system has been
used to process ENDF/B, JENDL and JEFF. WIMS/D library for HANARO and
CANDU reactor is one of the major libraries produced. MCNP4A library was
produced for HANARO simulation, CASMO library for Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel
research, and SPINX, TRANSX/MATX libraries for the fast reactor nuclear design.
Also a benchmark test of evaluated Fe data for OECD/NEA is one of the examples
in the processing activities.

IV. Long-term plan and its strategy
As one of 33 projects under New long-term nuclear R&D program, "Development

of Nuclear Data System" has started this year for the next decade. The major goals
for 3 stages are:

1) to establish nuclear data system,
2) to build up the infra-structure for the utilization of nuclear data,
3) to develop highly reliable nuclear data system, respectively.

In the Table, main activities were listed in three categories, for each 3 stage. This
project will provide a firm foundation for the future nuclear R&D fields in Korea.

For the actual performance, some strategies are set up as follows:
Measurement
- request domestic or foreign laboratories for the required measurements
- perform feasibility and validity study for the construction of pulse neutron source

using proton and electron accelerators.
- consign development of detector system in HANARO to domestic universities
For 100 MeV electron accelerator
- utilize the infra-facilities and specialties of PAL
- design target assembly in cooperation with RPI, KURRI, JINR
- develop data aquisition system in PAL
- design detectors in cooperation with domestic universities and laboratories
- consign safety analysis to PAL and domestic Institutes

Evaluation
- periodically introduce nuclear DB in cooperation with OECD/NE and IAEA/NDS

to derive necessary nuclear data for the R&D project in Korea
- cooperate with JAERI, KURRI, BNL, LANL, RPI, ECJRC IPPE, and CIAE to

acquire latest measurements and evaluated data
- develop nuclear models and codes to produce nuclear data for Nuclear R&D in

Korea

Processing
- improve processing and validation methodologies, develop multi-group libraries to
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Table. Main activities in the long-term project "Development of Nuclear Data System"

OI
CO

Goal

Evaluation

Measurement

(activities)

(facilities)

Processing

stage I (1997-2000)

Establish nuclear data system

-Database setup
-Data supply
-Model develop
(intermediate energy)

-Poison/structural mat.
(HANARO)

-Proton reaction
(Cyclotron)

-Feasibility Study

Neutron data

stage II (2001-2004)

Building up infra-structure

-Stable isotope
-Improve model
(intermediate energy)

-Fission/Neutron Capture
-Intermediate energy data

-Lead slowing down asm.
-100 MeV Accelerator

Proton data

stage IU (2005-2006)

Develop reliable nuclear data system

-Fission data
-Fission fragment
-Spallation data

-Polarized neutron
-Fission fragment

-Develop spallation facility

Breeder/ Transmutation

>m
2
n
o
3

o
o
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support long-term nuclear R&D projects.
- consider cooperation with JAERI and OECD/NEA to validate processed libraries
- develop validation technique by sensitivity analysis experiments

V. Summary
In response to considerable demands for the more accurate and wide range nuclear

data from the nuclear R&D fields, a new nuclear data project are launched this year
as one of the long-term nuclear R&D projects in Korea for the next 10 years. Its
main goals are: 1) to establish nuclear data system, 2) to build up the infra-structure
for the utilization of nuclear data, 3) to develop highly reliable nuclear data system.
To achieve these goals, the international cooperation and the cultivation of human
resource as well as the construction of the measurement facilities will be
indispensable.
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